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Range and Time Estimates of Dynamic Visual Targets

-. Introduction

The use of magnitude estimation techniques to generate psychological. scales for a multitude of physical variables has increased our understand-

ing of, and our ability to control and regulate, a variety of human judg-
ments and choices (Stevens and Galanter 1957). For example, the psycho-
logical assessment of acoustic amplitude has made it possible to predict
human response to changes in noise levels, and has helped to establish de-
sign parameters in voice transmission systems of various kinds (Stevens, 1962,
WIIt, W). At the theoretical level, these scaling techniques have en-
larged our understanding of color vision, and have served to corroborate
a general theory of the perception of color (Jameson and Hurvich, 1959).
These scaling methods are now being used extensively to explicate and
improve our understanding of taste and smell, and ultimately these scales
may serve to measure various forms of food acceptability and palatability
(Moskowitz and Meiselman 1972). But whereas the study of psychological
scales of primary, modality specific, variables has proceeded apace, the
techniques of magnitude estimation are only just now beginning to be applied
to more abstract perceptual entities. Such work as the measurement of
utility by magnitude estimation methods (Galanter 1972), and assessments of
perceptual similarity independent of sensory mode (Carvellas 1971) are ex-
amples of these latter areas.

* In the Psychophysics Laboratory, first at the University of Washington,
and then at Columbia University, studies of complex human perceptual func-
tions have been under examination with these methods. In particular some of
the oldest problems in visual perception are being investigated by this new
psychophysics. One of the problems of visual perception that we are re-
examining is the explication of form and space perception. People can
obviously negotiate effectively in three-space plus time; or four-space;
they reach and lift, they run and catch, with great precision. However,
just how information from the visual environment is processed to accomplish
these tasks, is not well understood. Principles of binocularity and cues and
clues for three-dimensional perception are not really satisfactory as expla-
nations of these performances. Indeed, the first questions about these be-
haviors, viz. just what they are and how well they can be performed, have
hardly been answered (Smith and Smith 1966). But the fact that people can
move easily in a crowded room, and operate high speed vehiclas in which four-
dimensional information must be rapidly processed may not be the relevant
target performances to be analyzed. First, we would argue, we should under-
stand what the psychophysical dimensions of such skills are. So, for example,
we may ask whether there is a psychological representation of physical dis-
tance, and if there is whether it is linear with physical space. If it is
not linear, we then need to know whether this information is critical for
perforuWce of tasks involving translation in three dimensions. If it really
is of importance in these tasks, we must recognize that such performances
must include in their psychic organization a non-linear transform. On the



other hand if such performance skills do not depend on the reduction of
psychological representations of space and distance, but rather on other
more epasily processed variables, we may simply have wrongly construed the
conception of such command and control activities.

This report will describe our most recent experiments and the data
from them that, together with our past research yields a picture of the
kinds of psychophysical functions that represent how people process visual
information that is of importance in the peeception of form and depth.

Past Results

Previous research conducted by this laboratory under contract W
14-67-A-0108-0005 had shown that observers on the ground who were esti-
mating the distance from their positions to aerial targets flying at low
altitude, consistently over-estimated those distances. This result is not
unusual and has been found consistently in past experiments (1962, 1968).
However these previous results simply reported the physical magnitudes of
the over-estimations that were observed when subjects ranged aerial targets
at a few fixed distances. Our efforts were directed toward mapping the en-
tire psychophysical function to determine the form of the function that des-
cribed thp oqer-estimation. Figure 1 shows data based on magnitude estima-
tion scaling procedures used with two kinds of judgmental methods: a named
standard with a modulus and no standard.

* For this experiment oboervers were located on a missile launch pad on
a beach front overlooking the facific Ocean, while an aircraft traversed a
line perpendicular to their line of regard at va-ious distances over many
trials. The range of distances used was from 200 yards to 9,861 yards.
The order of the transits relative to their distance was irregular. The
direction of the passes alternated from trial to trial. Twelve observers
who had been given one And one-half hours of training in malking magnitude
estimations of line lengths made magnitude estimation judgments of the dis-
tance of the aircraft on a signal from thn range controller as the aircraft
passed in front of them. The altitudA. of the aircraft was never greater
than 200 feet above the water. The observerb eye level was approximately
40 feet above the water. Figure 2 shows how the observers were accoumddat~d
during the experimental procedures.

Each data point in the psychophysical function shown in Figure 1 re-
presents the median of twelve judgments, one by each of the observers. The
distance to the aircraft wns determined by a digital radar (model AN/FPS16)
and a real-time on-line computer, provided by the Pacific Missile Range,
Point Mugu, California.1 The data points shown here in log-log coordinates
are adequately described by a power function of the form

perceived distance = (actual distance)
n

The value of the exponent (n) for these data is 1.25, and the exponent has
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been consistently reproduced under these and similar experimental condi-
tions. Other researchers (KUnnapas 1960, Teghtsoonian and Teghtsoonian 1970)
have pbtained similar positively accelerated power functions.

Experiment 1

Whereas all of the preceding data seem to hang together pretty well,
certain phenomenological observations and controlled experiments have
suggested that such results may be a function of the angle of regard, and
may possibly be contingent on the nature of the intervening terrain (or
lack thereof). The source of the first concern about angle of regard is
the phenomenon known as the moon illusion. It has been consistently ob-
served both by psychologists and others (Holway and Boring 1940) that the
horizon moon appears much larger, perhaps by a factor of two, than the zenith
moon. A variety of theories hnve been proposed to account for these observa-
tions (Kaufman and Rock 1962), the most reasonable of which is that the dis-
tance to the horizon appears to be greater than the distance to the zenith;
that is that the shape of the sky is a flattened bowl rather than a hemi-
sphere. If this conjecture is true then the perceived distance to objects
at the zenith should be different than what we have observed in our experi-
ments, and what has been reported in the experiments of others. Consequently
we engaged upon some experiments to provide data to answer this first ques-
tion.

Eight observers (graduate students and technical personnel from the
• Psychophysics Laboratory at Columbia University) served in this experiment.

All of them had had previous experience in making magnitude estimations of
line lengths, and all of them understood the magnitude estimation procedure
using a standard with a fixed modulus.

The target vehicle for the Judgments was an aircraft (Beech, model V35)
flown directly overhead at altitudes varying from 100 to 10,000 feet. The
altitude for each pass was determined by a prearranged irregular schedule of
altitudes. Observers were told to call the first pass 1,000. The aircraft
for this pass traversed the observer's station at 500 feet. On each subse-
quent pass the observers were required to estimate the altitude of the air-
craft relative to the standard that they called 1,000.

Figure 3 shove the psychophysical function relating magnitude estima-
tions to the vertical distance of the target. Each data point represents
two Judgments by each of the eight observers for each altitude. Once again
a power function is a reasonable description of the data. However, the expo-
nent for these data when determined by the method of least squares is 0.8#
This value io significantly different from the value observed in our earlier
oxperime&cs for horizontal lines of regard, and also departs remarkably from
all other reported values. In this c *periment the observers consistently
reported that the target was closer than it actually was. The unhappy choice
of the modulus "1,000" against a physical standard of 500 feet makes this
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ofeaturhe hdata less obvious than, it would otherwise be. Further-
more the slope of the function is made to appear steeper than iL is by

theWeelowest daapoints which rise more sharply than the rest of the
data. This result is common in matnitude estimation judgments in many
modalities (Gilanter and Messick 1961) and represents the source of the
consistently reported need to modify the usual power function formula to
include au additive constant.

Experiment 2

In order to determine whether the horizontal and vertical lines of
regard are special and unique, a second experiment was performed to obtain
the psychophysical function of perceived distance against the physical
range: at an angle of regard sometthere between the horizontal and the verti-
cal. In this experiment fourteen observers (enlisted seamen familiar with
iirc-raft operations) were used to make the judgments. This time, as the
aircraft made passes perpendicular to the line of regard at different dis-
tances, it was also at different elevations. The distances and altitudes were
adjusted by the pilot so that the aircraft maintained an angle of regard to
the observers of approximately 120. The distances and elevations were moni-
tored by a,- Instrument landing system radar sweep with the glide slope antenna
angle toggled to 120. The values of the physical variable of this experiment
are less precise than they were in the previous study, but to compensate
pattially for this lack of precision in the physical variable each of the
observers made ten judgments at each of the dtstances used. For this experi-
ment no fixed standard was used. Because of the number of judgments in this
experiment it was run on four different days. There were slight variations
in weather conditions on these days, however days were chosen when weathir
conditions provided at least 7 miles of reported visibility, and the cloud
cover was at most scattered at 5,000 fact or higher.

Observers made their judgments on cosiand of the range conauder when
the aircraft vat abeam the observer's station. The range comanders ' mrk"
was also transmitted to the radar operator who recorded the range and the
angular accuracy of the run. If the run departed from 120 by more than the
glide slope radar sweep excursion, the trial was discarded. Observers used
their own standards, and the data were reduced by minimizing the overall
variability of the judguents.

Once again the results graphed in Figure 4 can be described as a poer
function, albeit a degenerate one insofar as the slope has a value very near
1. Thus the distance judgments made by these observers in this experiment
conform very veil to the actual distancesbetveen them and the aircraft.

From these data, and the results of earlier experiments we may safely
conclude that the perceived distance of a target is (to a first approximation)
a power function of the physical distance of the target. However, the to
experiments reported above indicate that the paraeter of the power function-
the value of exponent--ts contingent upon the angle of regard (or something
correlated with the angle of regard) thrnugh angles ranging from the horizon
(00) to the zenith (900). The moat reasonable conjecture to describe
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this parametric change is that the porceived distance at the horizon con-
sistently over-estimates the actual distnace, the perceived distance at
the u*Aith consistently under-estimates the actual distance, and in between
there is peabably a smooth transition, .-th reduced over-eatimation as the
angle of regard Increases until finally under-eat'.ration begins and reaches
its maxim= at 900. Such a labile distance function, contingent as it seems
to be upon the angle of regard, does not speak well for it as tic psychological
determiner of complex paychomotor tasks.

However it still rein-- to be seen whether this distauce function may
stabiliae under certain Get3 of conditions. In particular, in the experiments
described so far the target io an aerial target, that is the target is sus-
pended or located against a background of indeterminate structure, the sky.
Our next experiment as designcd to "Ind out whather the perceived distauce
function was altered if the target object vas imbedded In aik environment with
some continuously graded ticro-atruceure. Although theae conditions were
found in the earliest studins of dironca estimation, an exact comparison is
difficult to make becauge of the cathode of data reduction that were employed
In the earlier studies. Coneequtntl!- Experiment 3 was conducted to try to
determine whether rango estietatiou oi maritime objects conform to the general
law of the psychophysical futction that um had obsorved ior aerial targets.

Experlaeut 3

This experiment requi ed thiat ebskirvero o the abore of a large bay
estimate tho rarge of r lIA ho~at c utng oi a line prptnditular to their
line of regard at varyinS distntce3. For thin experiment Great ay, Nov
Jersey was used utth a 26 foot iboard cru*,-. fervtonr as the target vehicle.
A tall mast was erectaJ o tt taft end of the vessal to provide e6y ranta-
(iner ranging. The ragiug of thu wernel war acccnpliehed vith an M Vr0k

U. S. Navy ranSofitder o ith a one raer bae, The dyum ic ranse of this
ranteftiodr Is 100 to lO,0C yards. %t distatuc les than 200 yards a
small Edmmd Scientific Corporrtion aplit-t%:e rqngefinder uas used. This
mall raegefinder vta cilibrated up to 300 f itL vith a surveying ta.. Duriog
its Ms, the boat Maintaned A co, Unat CpOs34 rCuTie (or its reciprocal)
but varied its dintence fro; the obasrwtton point according to an ittaeulat
Schedule of qualitative diatantoc, og., %-ery for, tnear, fattly uear, etc.

Nine obsetsrer, otployeca iro the ?iti',al Aviation Facilities Expri-
mental Center to Atlantic ;ity volunterd tw make the obsetvatioas. They
were all tiven thirty viouteo iuatt'ttIuti ia atvitude estmation methods
vith lite lsuath s . seiu l. -ej vata tn~trte.r to rake their Judgments
without an extrI=-Ater-dtt.trt.ined stardard. The .. csel vas i comunication
vith the raoee Cotcndr hy radio. On cch run the range cowauder called

ark" s the -.tessel asued adam of the obaorvers. This desiguated that a
Judpent was to be made. The range of the vessel durte" It& transit Was taken
by an assistant at the obeeration post nd recordtd at the call of "wrk".
If the range could not be determined at the "aark", the assistant reported a
misttlal and the rtsults uvre struck f:oa the data records. OhLerers completed
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a total of 31 observations. Median values were determined and the results
graphed In Figure 5. Observe that the slope of the function is approxi-
ately l.27, quite close to the observed function for low angle aircraft.

It need hardly be added that the function itself is a power function as is
found in all of our previous studies. We draw the conclusion that imbedding
the vehicle In a background with a texture gradient--water--In no way
changes the nature or value of the psychophysical judgments of distance.

Experiment 4

The previous results tend to show that the psychophysical function re-
lating physical distance to perceived range in a power function whose ex-
ponent depends, not on variables such as atmospheric transuiseivity or back-
ground texture, but rather on angle of regard. However there is a specific
feature of all the previous experiments that may be relevant, and that is
that the observer is stationary. The normal form of human interaction with
environmental eventi involves movement of the person. Perhaps the static
observer in the preceding experiments induces the non-linearity in the psycho-
physical functions. The moving observer may transmute the judgments that
would be made under static conditions in such a way as to reveal to us linear
percepts on which the control of his activities may depend. Addttionally, in
the e rtmeOtC' reported above, the angles of regard ranged over, at msat,
100. We did no ranging Eoa high vactage point&.4  Therefore, to round out
CUT understanding of these phenomna we decided to caine the perceived dis-
tace futction whon the observer van undergoing dynamic translations, and the
tergets remained fixed in the percuptual sense of that term. That is to say,
the distal targets in the perceptual field wars stationary relative to the
urface of the earth.

1n the first pert of this experiteut six observers, uAtrained and u-
sophisticated Sround pesonel at the Naval Air Station, lakehurat, New
Jersey who hai no experience in light aircraft, surved a" observers. They
worked in groups of three, Thrce of lou observers would board the experi-
mentl aircraft (11eth tidel V35) and the aireraft would fly at altitudes
between 200 and WO feet over a prearranged ewurce. At the aircraft crossed
a known landmark the obaervers wce required to ranx* an easily identifiable
teret on the ground. The observers had beon given experience in the anltude
estimation of lime lecr.ths and they did the rAnglai vih no standard atab-
llflbd by the experimenter.

The physical distances between the lsdaarkw that were overflown and
the targets that vere ranged by the observers were deterined by a cobina-
tion of elctraltc, ahorogaorre, ad topographtcal survey techniques.
tech target wae physically msured fro- the overflown landmark by at least
two independent metric procedures. Several tins in the course of the expert-
aent observers became airaick because of the uncoafor-t*le turbulence at
low altitude. When this occurred the rns vore cut short and the aircraft
returned to howe bas. repeated experlb-tntl stasionc were conducted on
days when ather corAition we re a similar as possible. The weather during
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the experiment was clear with visibility of 7 miles. The temperature in
.the aircraft often reached above 900 , and consequently the conditions of
the e xerisan for the observers would not normally be expected to lead
to high quality data.

Figure 6 plots the results obtained in this experiment from the six
observers, The ipressive consistency and regularity of the data speak
not only of the seriousness ith which the subjects engaged in their tasks,
but also of the low variability with which the physical etric was estab-
lished. The surprising result is the magnitude of the power function expo-
rnt, ca. 1.27. This is almost identical to ground-to-air estimates at
horizontal lines of regard. That the angle of regard was fi~rly flat can
be seen by the conditions of the observations. The average altitude of the
aircraft was ca. 350 feet. The closest objects that were ranged were of the
order of 250 yards, with the great bulk of data having been collected be-
tween 1 and 4 miles. It can be concluded that the anile of regard was rather
low.

In order to check on the reliability of the observers, the research
director himself served as an observer making repeated observations. Figure
7 shows the results of 43 observations per data point with an estimate of
the variability of the physical metric given by the length of the horizontal
line. Fot this single trained observer it is evide# that the slope function
although slightly flattened at 1.2, approximates what was observed for the
untrained group of sub~ects.

We have now observed in a variety of experimental contexts that the
judgments of visual distance into the third dimension by both practiced and
unpracticed observers consistently generate non-linear psychophysical func-
tions. If the perceptual information rn which many kinds of human action
are based is contingent upon perceptual data of the form that we have observed,
then the control of such action must entail non-linear components. This &f
course is no high crime, except that it certainly complicates any attempt to
explicate the nature of perceptual motor organization. Consequently, it be-
hooves us to search for other features of the perceptual field that may be
twed to guide action, end that may be perceived as a linear function of their
physical counterparts. The one candidate for such a tole is the judpmnt of
time relative to the anticipation of the consequences of action.

The final experiment in this ceries reports a recent result on the esti-
mation of time to impact. This experiment is a field study that parallels
laboratory simulations of time estimations to impact conducted under Army
Contract DADA-17-70-C-0077 between Columbia University and the United States
AMy Medical Research and Development Cozand.

Experivent 3

In this experiment, segments of which are even now continuing2, observers
seated in a landing airplane, are requtr~d to estimate how much time will
elapse between some point signaled by the experimenter during the approach,
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and the tima the observer expects the: aircraft to impact the runway.

A6 observers were four highly trained pilots, two of whom were volun-
teers associated with the National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center
in Atlantic City, and the other two a graduate student and a professor of
psychology at Columbia University. The experimental task required the
observer to ride in the pilot's seat of a light aircraft (Cessna Model 172)
during an approach to a landing at a well marked runway. The experimenter,
who piloted the aircraft from the right seat, engaged in a series of such
approache6 to r unway 04 at NAFEC. The approaches all followed the localizer
and glide slope of the instrument landing system. The observer wore a
Psychophysics Laboratory designed "field tachistoscope" that could blank his
vision electro-mechan-cally, or used the simple procedure of closing his
eyes on command in order to block his vision from a "mark" point onward.
The observers task was as follows: during each approach the experimenter
(using a preplanned schedule to locate the points) would operate the field
tachistoscope or say "mark," and the subject would close his eyes. Simul-
taneously the observer would activate a stop watch to start timing the re-
mainder of his, now inaginary, approach. He was instructed to stop the
watch when he believed the aircraft had crossed the runway threshold.
Twelve different "mark" points were s&lected within three miles of the run-
way threshold. At each "mark" the experimenter would start his own stop
watch and stop it as the aircraft crossed the runway threshold. The run-
way threshold overflight was executed in such a way as to cause no abrupt
changes in airspeed or sink rate. Consequently if the observer over-exti-
mated the time-to-touchdown there would be no kinesthetic information avails
able that he could use to make a correction. All the data from each indivi-
dual observer have not yat been analysed, however preliminary examination
shows small variability from one observer to another and consequently the
data from one observer have been shown in Figure 8.

We used an algebraic procodure to convert the time judgments into an
estimate of the slope of the presumed psychophysical power function. The
data, averaged across the four observers yield a slope of 1.20. Again we
observe a significant non-linearity in psychophysical judgments of a vari-
able that could be used to control human performance. We remark in passing
that this result differs from our findings using laboratory simulations.
In those experiments the resulting psychophysical functions were close to
linear. It was this restlt that led us to conjecture that time rather than
distance may be the controlling psychophysical function in motor skills.

Conclusions

Although various aspects of the field research described in the pre-
ceding pages are utill in proeress, we can already draw some tentative con-
clusions based on the data shown here, and on the existing literature.
First of all, naturalistic observation guarantees that normal people learn
to negotiate very complex viiual envirotiments without injuring themelves
or others in the first dozen years of their lives. The precision with which
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this type of performance occurs, and in particular when similar behavior
involves the guidance of high speed vehicles later in the person's life,
leads to questious about how this behavio can be guided and to questions
about the mechanisms by which environmental information is processed for
use in such guidance. The first and most obvious answer is that the appear-
ance of the world as perceived by the person guides his actions. What the
preceding experiments suggest is that the appearance of the world may have
metric properties that are not linearly related to the metric properties of
the physical world itself. This would mean that some non-linear transform.-
tion of the psychological information would have to take place if the person's
bkhavior was expected to conform with th- realities of the physical world.
It is not impossible that such a transformation occurs; however such non-
linearity certainly suggests that alternative hypotheses to explain the
guidance of skilled performance are not out of order.

The currently accepted view of motor skills, tracking, and sensory
motor performance is 1ti1l the response shadowing conceot first introduced
in the early part of the second world war to serve as a basis for analysis
of flexible gunnery and other pursuit-type tasks. These theories all pre-
sume that stimulus information guides responses with linear fidelity, except
for a remanent attributable to error factors (Bilodeau and 'ilodeau 1969).
The alternative characterization that we would propose to account for human
performance and guidanrt in dynamic situations is a variant of the proposal
suggested in Plans and the Struoture of Behavior (1960). Such a model inter-
prets components of the skilled performance as "psychologically" baliistic.
The model requires only that after the completion of some act it must be pos-
sible for the persot- to check the results of his act against internally
stored perceptually based Information. His task is nov to determine whether
new information, arriving as a Aonsequence of the ballistic act itself, ton-
forms to the expectations imaud on the stored information. In the context
of such a model, non-linearitiet in the actual perceptual structure of the
environment would have no complicating consequences. The development'and
tests of explicitly formulated models based on this conceptualization as
alternatives to the linear traaking theories are continuing in the Psycho-
physics Laboratory.
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Footpotes

1 We extend our sincere thanks to Hr. Robert Maples and Mr. Ray Morton,

range operation officers at the Pacific Missile Range for their inval-
uable assistance in the conduct of this research.

2 This experiment is being conducted in two phases, aboard aircraft and
on shipboard. We report only the results for the aircraft phase, and
compare it with the results obtained from motion picture simulations
of aircraft engaged in similar translations in space.
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